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Introduction

The bottom line of the past few reports has been 
market research is changing. In this edition our find-
ings go farther: Yes, market research is still changing 
but at this point the change has been acknowledged 
by the majority and embraced by many. 

We ask ourselves: What will our industry look like 
in five years? Will we even recognize it as market 
research? Who will be the change agents, and what 
new players will we be competing against? We can’t 
really answer such questions (yet) but we do get 
tantalizing hints in the results of this study. 

An outline and direction of the future are emerging, 
and we can make some educated projections. 
We know that the research professional is under 
immense pressure to deliver value and measurable 
business impact. We see new technologies and 
research models less bound by traditional precepts 
of best practices gaining traction. We see companies 
that embed innovation into their messaging gaining 
mindshare (and perhaps market share as well). 

As the GRIT team, we found ourselves confronting 
the same problem many research firms face when 
dealing with a legacy tracking study: it’s hard to 
adopt a new design without sacrificing consistency. 
It became painfully obvious that the instrument and 
overall method that we have been employing for 
many years have outlived their usefulness. 
We can’t be arbiters of change without walking 
the talk. In 2012 we will be retooling the entire GRIT 
initiative from the ground up and embracing many 
of the new ideas and technologies that are part of 
the transformation our industry is undergoing. We 
will do our best to maintain enough consistency to 
continue tracking key metrics.  

Beginning this year, we make all GRIT data available 
in an interactive online dashboard, including data 
that didn’t make into the report. You’ll find it at 
www.grit2012dashboard.com. We encourage you to 
use the dashboard to search for additional insights 
that we hope will be valuable to your organizations. 
Don’t forget to share your explorations with others 
via social media (with proper attribution, of course). 

I hope that you’ll join me in appreciation for the 
contributions of our sponsors: MarketTools, Infosurv, 
iTracks, Decooda, Q Research Software, Brand3Sixty, 
Research Rockstar, the ARF, QRCA, MRIA, NewMR, The 
Research Club, and Market Research Global Alliance. 
I’d also like to extend a special thanks to all of our 
friends and colleagues who helped raise awareness 
of this important study. 

I think you’ll find the report informative, 
provocative, and useful. Enjoy! 

Leonard F. Murphy
Chief Editor & Principal Consultant | GreenBook
www.greenbookblog.org

Welcome to the 11th edition of the GreenBook Research Industry Trends Report with findings from a data 
collection phase conducted in December of 2011.
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1. What 

    Clients 
  Want?

3. Emerging 
Technologies
(suppliers response)

(Data collected Fall 2011, %)

(Data collected Fall 2010, %)

64 63
59

46 46 45 43

2. What’s 

    Shaking
(MR Buzz)

34

6
5

6 6

9
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4. Innovative 
  companies

64
59

5. Industry 
   Threats 
 vs. 
 Opportunities  

6. What’s 
    coming?
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Total Client Suppliers Gap 

Base: (536) (149) (387) +/- 

% % % 

We are entirely based in the United 
States 34% 30% 36% 6% 

We are entirely based outside the 
United States 25% 15% 28% 13% 

We are primarily based in the US but 
have offices in one or more other 
countries 

22% 39% 16% -23% 

We are primarily based elsewhere but 
have offices in the US 19% 16% 20% 4% 

Methodology and sample

GRIT respondents are recruited by email from lists 
of research providers and clients contributed by 
GRIT co-sponsors, as well as invitations delivered via 
social media channels. The percentage of completes 
by channel was:

Source Completes 
GreenBook Subscriber List 55%
MRGA Members 12%
NewMR Members 9%
MRIA Members 7%
The Research Club Members 6%
QRCA Members 5%
MarketTools List 3%
Neuromarketing LinkedIn 1%
Infosurv List 1%
NGMR LinkedIn 1%
Social Media 1%

For the winter study 818 full responses were 
obtained. The mix of respondents has varied over 
the nine years of the trends study, but within fairly 
narrow bands. For this edition of GRIT, full-service 
providers are up slightly at 50%, consultancies are 
down significantly at 18%, and clients are holding 
firm at 15%.

The respondent revenue profile skews notably 
toward mid-range and small firms at the expense 
of larger organizations with annual revenue above 
$5M.

This edition of GRIT harks back to the original 
trends study in 2007, with two-thirds of respondents 
having at least one office outside the US. The 
proportion of firms with operations totally outside 
the US is 25%--down from 35% in the previous GRIT 
report. Research providers were slightly more likely 
than clients to be based entirely in the US or to have 
their headquarters outside the US. We consider 
these changes to be artefacts of sample composition 
rather than any meaningful change in business 
operations.

Annual Billings ($US)

Based inside vs. outside US
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30% 
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54% 
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Expect DECLINE in revenue/spending

Expect CURRENT levels of
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Expect INCREASING revenue/spending

EXPERIENCING stronger revenue/spending

Expect/Experiencing More (Net)

2011 2010F2 2011F

10% 

30% 

29% 

30% 

59% 

27% 

44% 

19% 

11% 

30% 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Expect DECLINE in revenue/spending

Expect CURRENT levels of
revenue/spending

Expect INCREASING revenue/spending

EXPERIENCING stronger revenue/spending

Expect/Experiencing More (Net)

Research buyer or client Research provider or supplier

Clients less optimistic 
on revenue outlook

With one exception, aggregated respondents 
report comparable levels of experienced and 
projected revenue across the three more recent 
GRITs. There is a significant increase in this GRIT, 
however, of respondents who expect declining 
revenue—from 10% in the fall to 13% for winter—
and correspondingly fewer respondents who expect 
revenue to stay at current levels for the coming 
year. Whether this increase in an undercurrent of 
pessimism is due to continued uncertainty with 
global economic conditions, increased competitive 
concerns and shift in client spend, or some 
combination of factors remains to be seen. What 
seems certain is that although the industry as a 
whole seems to be recovering at the same rate as the 
overall economy, GRIT respondents are still not ready 
to declare that they are out of the woods just yet.

Looking at clients and research providers 
separately shows two very different pictures. 
Positive expectations and experience (meaning they 
have already seen advancing revenue or expect to 
this year) hold steady for providers from fall (58%) 
to winter (59%). Client positives (based on client 
spending intent), however, fall off from 38% to 30%-
-a 20% decline.

Breaking the figures down shows even 
more striking shifts from fall to winter, with 
large differences between client and provider 
experiences and perspectives. While suppliers/
providers experiencing increases in revenue are 
down only two points at 30%, clients who say they 
are experiencing stronger spending are down by 
half—from 21% in the fall to 11% in winter.

This apparent disconnect raises the question 
of what is driving supplier revenue; is it a shift in 
strategy and products, an expanding client base 
for existing products and services, or an increase in 
spend from existing clients not represented by this 
study. Those questions were not addressed in the 
research so we can only speculate, although such 
explorations may be included in future iterations of 
the study.  

Similarly, we cannot explain the client-side decline in spending with data 
gathered in this current study. However, given recent industry trends it 
may be due to a combination of the following factors:

Continued budget restrictions (perhaps driven by economy-wary • 
management teams)
Spending on tools and methods that fall outside the purview of • 
traditional market research departments
A shift away from big-budget tracking studies to less costly research • 
efforts

Again, those questions were not explored within this phase so we will 
consider ways to incorporate such issues into the next phase of the study.

Although the industry as a whole 
seems to be recovering, we’re not out 
of the woods yet

Revenue/spending expectations - year on year

Revenue/spending expectations - buyer vs. supplier
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42% 

56% 

57% 
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64% 

63% 

20% 

27% 

28% 

36% 

50% 

50% 

52% 

56% 

59% 

60% 

68% 

72% 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Twitter

Social networking sites like
Facebook & Google+

E-mail delivery of blog
subscriptions

Blogs

Trade organization events

Technology websites or
publications

Industry print journals

Business networking
communities like LinkedIn

Industry websites

White papers

Seminars or conferences

Webinars or virtual events

Research
buyer or client

Research
provider or
supplier 22% 

25% 

34% 

40% 

48% 

51% 

44% 

55% 

55% 

53% 

64% 

64% 

36% 

36% 

40% 

56% 

57% 

56% 

45% 

60% 

67% 

51% 

69% 

68% 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Under 6 Years

6 Years or More

Note: Among Under 6 Years (n=135) and 6 Years or More (n=683).  
Note: Among research buyers (n=149) and research suppliers (n=669).  

Younger researchers more engaged

Asked to rate the importance of various means 
of staying abreast with industry developments, 
clients answered similarly to research suppliers/
providers. There were a few differences (top two 
boxes): suppliers/providers are more likely than 
clients to prefer blogs, email delivery of blogs, and 
Twitter—but not by large margins. Looking at 
“older” researchers (with six years or more in the 
industry) vs. “younger” (under six years) does reveal 
an intriguing pattern, however.

Younger researchers ascribe higher importance 
than older researchers to all but two sources of 
industry information: they are at parity about white 
papers and industry print journals. In descending 

Younger researchers are 64% more likely to rate 
Twitter as important and 44% more likely to rate 
social networking sites important

order, younger researchers are 64% more likely to rate Twitter as 
important, 44% more likely to rate social networking sites important, 40% 
more likely to rate blogs important, and approximately 20% more likely to 
rate industry websites, trade organization events, and emailed blogs more 
important.

Most of these differences could easily be electronic media adoption 
issues, but that does not explain the inclusion of trade organization events. 
Perhaps younger researchers simply feel they have more to learn and are 
more eager to do so.

Importance ratings, how to stay abreast of developments - Top 2

www.greenbook.org
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7% 
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17% 

70% 
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3% 

7% 

11% 

25% 
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20% 

16% 

62% 

3% 

4% 

5% 

12% 
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What promise? These things threaten our industry and
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I see these changes as much more threat than promise
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Threat (Net)
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Promise (Net)
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2011F
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3% 

3% 

8% 

27% 

27% 

23% 

16% 

66% 

0% 

0% 

1% 

1% 

7% 

38% 

34% 

20% 

92% 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

What promise? These things threaten our industry and
my job.

I see these changes as much more threat than promise

I see more threat than promise

Threat (Net)

I see equal measures of threat and promise

I see more promise than threat

I see much more promise than threat

What threat? I'm excited for my future and can't wait

Promise (Net)

Research buyer or client

Research provider or supplier

Perception of and adaptation 
to change

GRIT survey respondents continue to anticipate 
changes in the market research industry. Both 
clients/buyers (64%) and suppliers/providers (70%) 
indicated that they expect “quite a bit,” “a lot,” or 
“tremendous” changes to the industry in the coming 
year. And while both groups are generally optimistic 
about these changes and report more opportunity 
than threat in this evolving environment, suppliers/
providers were more cautionary in their responses. 
In fact, two-thirds of suppliers/providers (66%) 
indicated they perceived more opportunity than 
threat, but fully 92% of clients/buyers felt that these 
changes reflected an opportunity for them. This 
pattern is certainly consistent with expectations, as 
some suppliers/providers will doubtless find their 
long-standing business models under pressure from 
innovations in the research field. 

This widespread acknowledgment of industry 
changes and the majority expressing optimism 
suggest a shift into a transitory state, wherein 
both suppliers/providers and clients/buyers are 
embracing this change. Results regarding technology 
adoption that we cover in an upcoming section 
seem to validate this movement from more passive 
observers of the change into active co-creators 
during the transition stage.  

While both groups are generally more 
optimistic, suppliers & providers were 
more cautionary in their responses than 
clients & buyers

Change expected - buyer vs. supplier

Reaction to industry change - year on year

Reaction to industry change - buyer/supplier
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Social Media Monitoring

Interviews/groups Using Online
Communities

Online Focus Groups/chat

Bulletin Board Studies

Telephone Idis

Traditional (in Person) Idis

Traditional (in Person) Focus Groups

Ethnographies (traditional Or
Online/mobile)

Mobile Surveys

Data Mining

Text Analysis

Proprietary Panels

Online Community Management

Online Surveys

More in-house DIY Same amount of in-house DIY Less in-house DIY

Note: Among research suppliers (n=387).  

0% 5% 10% 15%

DIY research & surveys

Online techniques replacing humans

Social media monitoring & mining

Commoditization of research

Lack of budget / cost cutting

Lack of skill / knowledge

Sample concerns

Client side researchers

Supplier side researchers

0% 5% 10% 15% 20%

Innovative / new methodologies

Mobile research applications

Social media research

Online application methods

Measuring real responses

Helping with decision making

More data for analysis

Client side researchers

Supplier side researchers

When respondents are probed on the threats and 
opportunities they see, an interesting overlap 
pattern emerges. Using a thematic analysis on 
their verbatim responses, we see that innovation, 
particularly the use of technology to create 
efficiencies in research can generate equal measures 
of concern and hope. Note that the pie slices are not 
indicative of percentage of responses, but solely 
used for visual purposes.

This view is validated by the findings regarding 
utilization of “Do It Yourself” (DIY) solutions, 
with 58% of respondents reporting that they 
planned to conduct more online surveys using 
internal resources, and sizable percentages also 
growing their data mining (40%) and social media 
monitoring (47%) activities using insourced 
strategies. No technique was projected to be 
outsourced to suppliers/providers at more than 30%. 
We think it is reasonable to surmise that this finding 
is connected to the decline in spending by clients/
buyers through insourcing more data collection 
activities with less added value—using DIY tools and 
internal resources. 

58% of respondents reported that 
they planned to conduct more 
online surveys using internal 
resources

Use of DIY tools

Greatest threatsGreatest opportunities
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25% 

35% 

39% 

Traditional
Business Consultant
Strategic Insights

Research suppliers shift positioning

GRIT respondents were asked how they were 
positioning themselves in the marketplace: as 
traditional suppliers/providers focused upon data 
collection and analysis, as business consultants, or 
as strategic insights consultancies. Since this was 
the first time this question was asked within the 
GRIT instrument, we cannot truly view how the 
shift in positioning is unfolding other than through 
anecdotal observations. Certainly in recent years 
many industry leaders have very publicly espoused 
the view that market research suppliers/providers 
must reposition themselves away from being 
providers of data to being more consultative. 

In that context, it is unsurprising that 39% of 
suppliers/providers identified themselves as 
providers of “Strategic Insights”, closely followed 
by 35% “Business Consultants.” A bare quarter of 
respondents identified themselves as traditional 
research suppliers/providers, which we suspect is a 
fairly radical shift from how respondents would have 
answered this question just a few years ago. 

This question will be one that we’ll continue to 
follow in subsequent iterations of the GRIT initiative.

39% of suppliers/providers identifi ed themselves 
as providers of “Strategic Insights”, closely 
followed by 35% as “Business Consultants”

Engagement role – Research Providers/Suppliers

12 GreenBook Research Industry Trends
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Vendor selection criteria hold some 
surprises for providers

Both clients and suppliers/providers were asked to 
rate the importance of various factors in choosing 
vendors for quantitative research, yielding 
interesting differences between what clients rate 
as important and what suppliers/providers believe 
are important. Looking at the six largest disparities, 
clients place more weight than suppliers/providers 
expect on high quality data, financial stability, 
and using the latest stat/analytic packages. They 
place less emphasis than suppliers/providers on 
lowest price, previous experience with supplier, 
and providing both qualitative and quantitative 
services. Of course, as researchers, we all know that 
respondent find it challenging to self-reporting 
certain attitudes accurately. For example, the role of 
previous experience is downplayed by clients, while 
experienced suppliers/providers may find it hard to 
accept that at face value.

Factor Clients Suppliers
Disparity

Client over Supplier

Provides highest data quality 91 73 18
Company is financially stable 57 42 15
Uses the latest statistical/analytical packages 41 28 13
Uses the latest data collection technology 48 40 8
Listens well and understands client needs 97 92 5
Has knowledgeable staff 94 89 5
Flexibility on changing project parameters 81 77 4
Consultation on best practices and methodology effectiveness 71 68 3
Uses sophisticated research technology/strategies 51 48 3
Company owns its own research panel 21 19 2
High quality analysis 82 81 1
Understands new consumer communication channels & technologies 52 51 1
Completes research in an agreed-upon time 90 90 0
Rapid response to requests 88 88 0
Provides data analysis services 65 67 -2
Offers unique methodology or approach 47 49 -2
Good relationship with client/supplier 90 93 -3
Familiarity with the industry or category 77 83 -6
Good reputation in the industry 77 83 -6
Breadth of experience in the target segment 70 76 -6
Length of experience/time in business 57 63 -6
Familiarity with client needs 82 91 -9
Also does qualitative research 21 35 -14
Previous experience with client/supplier 75 92 -17
Lowest price 32 54 -22

Clients/buyers and suppliers/providers are most in 
synch when it comes to the importance of timely 
delivery of results, rapid response to requests, high 
quality analysis, and understanding new channels of 
consumer communications.

Qualitative researchers and clients are a bit 
more in synch about the highest priority factors, 
but clients place much less value than suppliers/
providers expect on providing both quantitative 
and qualitative research, lowest price, previous 
experience with supplier, and experience with target 
segment.

Quantitative Supplier Selection Criteria

14 GreenBook Research Industry Trends
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I believe that traditional qualitative market research is too slow and
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Market research is becoming a commodity

I am concerned about the non-representative nature of online sample
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Research buyer or
client
Research provider or
supplier

Note: Among research buyers (n=149) and research suppliers (n=669).  

Drivers of research method selection: 
effective, fast, and low cost

And what is driving the choice of research method? 
As in previous GRIT survey reports, all respondents 
noted that effectiveness, timeliness and cost were 
important factors (top two box ratings). But there 
were some dramatic differences between clients/
buyers and suppliers/providers in rating individual 
factors. Clients/buyers were much more likely to 
claim that simplicity of use was an important factor 
(90%, compared to 42% or suppliers/providers), 
while suppliers/providers gave significantly 
higher ratings to familiarity with technique, the 
firm specialty/main product, data quality, and 
client requests for the method. Clients are looking 
for simple, straightforward methods from their 
suppliers/providers, but we also see that they want 
to be able to trust those same suppliers/providers 
with ensuring top quality.

As these research methods are deployed, one 
of the chief tradeoffs that researchers perceive is 
between quality and speed. Only 46% of clients/
buyers and 40% of suppliers/providers agree 
that, “If they had to choose, clients prefer quality 
over speed.” And similarly, both clients/buyers 
(56%) and suppliers/providers (55%) agreed that 
“Clients now demand such short timelines that we 
cannot deliver the quality we want to.” Suppliers/
providers, in particular, were likely to agree that 
“Quality of work is becoming less important than 
speed of deliverables” (55% agree; 45% of clients/
buyers agree). The pattern that emerges is that 
clients/buyers are insisting that ever-more stringent 
deadlines be met, and expecting quality to remain 
high despite these pressures. Suppliers/providers 
are meeting the deadlines out of necessity, but 
are concerned that quality must suffer as a result. 
The key takeaway here seems to be that to clients/
buyers, quality is akin to table stakes, and speed is a 
business necessity. It’s up to suppliers/providers to 
meet both these expectations.

The apparent disconnect between buyers/clients 
and suppliers/providers on the relative importance 
some of the issues their priorities is an ongoing 
issue (and perhaps always has and will be). While 
agreement exists on some levels, there are a variety 
of tensions that are limiting alignment; and we can 
surmise that suppliers/providers who can resolve as 
many of these disparities as possible, will succeed 
competitively. 

Clients & buyers are insisting that ever-more stringent 
deadlines be met, and expecting quality to remain high 
despite these pressures

Importance in selecting data collection method

Statement agreement - buyer/client 
or supplier/provider

16 GreenBook Research Industry Trends
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Social media monitoring
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Quantitative Research 

Base: Expect to do more 
quantitative research (n=109)  

Base: Expect to do more 
qualitative research (n=180)  

Looking at qualitative research 

2012 should see a slight increase in the proportion 
of qualitative research undertaken, relative to 
quantitative research. Just over half of GRIT 
respondents (52%) indicated their proportions of 
qualitative to quantitative would be unchanged 
next year. Among the rest more (30% overall) 
expected to do a bigger proportion of qualitative 
next year, while fewer (18% overall) expected 
to do a bigger proportion of quantitative 
research. Innovation is a driver of the move 

About 70% of quantitative researchers listed 
“online surveys” as their method most often used

toward qualitative, with 38% identifying “We are 
introducing new qualitative methodologies” as the 
impetus for the shift. No other reason was selected 
by more than 12% of this group. Those expecting to 
see an increase in quantitative research, however, 
were most likely to cite broad factors, such as 
“Higher volume for quantitative research.”

Driver of increase in quantitative/qualitative research
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Qualitative method used most often in 2011

Despite keen interest in new and innovative 
research techniques, researchers noted that they still 
relied heavily on traditional techniques. About 70% 
of quantitative researchers listed “online surveys” 
as their method most often used. And about half 
of qualitative researchers indicated their method 
used most often was “traditional (in person) focus 
groups.” No other quantitative or qualitative 
method garnered more than 10% of the choices in 
their respective groups as a most-used method.

Although falling from their perch as “most often 
used” approach, older methods are still common. 
Just over 50% of organizations are still doing face-
to-face, about half are doing CATI (43% of clients/
buyers and 56% of vendors), about a quarter still use 
CAPI (21% of clients/buyers and 28% vendors), and 
about one-fifth use mail (17% of clients/buyers and 
24% of vendors).

The comparison of 2010 with 2011 shows an 
ebbing of face-to-face focus groups and IDIs, with 
year-on-year falls of about 6%
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Online approaches clearly dominate in quantitative 
research, but less than a quarter of GRIT respondents 
are using any online qualitative approaches—even 
though the technologies to conduct various online 
qualitative studies have existed for many years. 
Whether this is a reflection of perceived efficacy or 
simple inertia remains to be seen, but certainly the 
difference is striking.  

There is a long list/tail of qualitative approaches 
that are used by 20% or more of organizations, 
including: In-person IDIs, Ethnography, In-store 
Observations, Telephone IDIs, Bulletin Board Studies, 
Groups Using Online Communities, and Chat Based 
Online Focus Groups.

In general, the proportions of clients/buyers and 
vendors using various approaches are pretty close. 
When it comes to telephone IDIs, however, 23% 
of clients/buyers use them compared to 48% of 
vendors. Perhaps their use is flying under the radar 
on many larger projects? Or vendors are doing them 
for a smaller number of clients?

Focus Groups dominate the list of “most often 
used” technique. Among the others, only IDIs (in-
person and telephone) make a reasonable showing, 
with 14% of clients/buyers and 20% of vendors 
saying they use them most often.

The “ever used” comparison of 2010 with 2011 
shows an ebbing hegemony of face-to-face focus 
groups and IDIs, with year-on-year falls of about 6%. 
None of the new methods make a corresponding 
leap forwards.

The “used most often” comparisons illustrated 
the glacial slowness of change in qual and the lack of 
real breakthrough of other methods.

Quantitative data collection / quantitative methods used 2011
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Emerging techniques 
being used today
Before looking at where things are going, it is useful to review where 
we are today in terms of new market research, something which is 
increasingly referred to as “New MR.”

As in all fields, there are early adopters and then there are laggards 
among the GRIT sample. For example, about 30% of research clients/buyers 
and vendors said they were not using any of the listed techniques—a 
selection of 17 of the hottest approaches in market research, stretching 
from gamification, through prediction markets, to online communities.

We can broadly divide the newer techniques into four bands, those 
being used by more than 30% of companies, those used by 20-29%, those 
used by 10% to 19%, and those which have not taken off yet or may never 
take off (i.e., those attracting mentions by fewer than 10% of companies).

Over 30% utilization
Only one of the listed techniques scores higher than 30% with both clients/
buyers (36%) and vendors (33%), and that is online communities. Online 
communities have become almost ubiquitous on conference agendas, 
suggesting they are becoming a mainstream approach.

Social Media Analysis is the second most frequently mentioned 
technique, with clients/buyers mentioning it 30% of the time and vendors 
27%. In the future, it might be interesting to measure how often these 
projects use free versus commercial tools; also, how much should be 
considered “market research” and how much competitive intelligence, 
marketing, or other non-MR descriptions.

20% to 29%
The band 20 to 29% shows some marked differences 
between the percentages of vendors and clients/
buyers mentioning techniques. For example, eye 
tracking is mentioned by 27% of research clients/
buyers and only 15% of research vendors. An 
explanation might be that eye tracking tends to be 
offered by specialist agencies, or perhaps that non-
MR companies are major players in providing eye 
tracking.

Mobile surveys and text analysis turn the pattern 
around. Mobile surveys are mentioned by 24% 
of vendors and 17% of clients/buyers, whilst Text 
Analytics are mentioned by 21% of vendors and 15% 
of clients/buyers.

10% to 19%
In the band 10% to 19% there are several other 
approaches more in use by vendors than by clients/
buyers, perhaps reflecting a push by suppliers/
providers rather than a pull buy clients/buyers. This 
group includes Webcam based Interviews, Prediction 
Markets, Mobile Ethnography, Mobile Qualitative, 
and Apps based Research.

Just two methods at the bottom of this band 
had more buyer than vendor usage—Virtual 
Environments and Neuromarketing.

Less than 10%
The wooden spoon group includes Crowdsourcing, 
Visualization Analytics, Biometric Responses, Facial 
Analysis and Gamification. This raises the question 
whether they were getting ready to break through in 
2011 or are destined to be niche.

Buyer Pull Versus Vendor Push
A mismatch between the number of clients/buyers 
using a technique and the number of vendors selling 
it can suggest that the technique is more subject 
either to vendor push or buyer pull. But it could 
also relate to competitors from outside of market 
research and specialized skills.

What MR techniques are you using today?
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What emerging research techniques 
will be used in 2012?

The projected figures for what companies plan to 
use/provide in 2012 are approximately twice as 
high as the reported figures for what is being done 
currently. This is likely to reflect a combination of 
robust growth in these techniques and also the 
power of optimism.

The New Mainstream
About two-third of companies expect to be using 
online communities and Social Media Analytics 
in 2012. This supports the view that Online 
Communities are already mainstream and that 
Social Media Analytics are becoming mainstream.

The projected fi gures for what companies plan to 
use/provide in 2012 are approximately twice as 
high as the reported fi gures for what is being done 
currently

What emerging techniques will be used in 2012?
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Will Mobile Reach the Tipping Point?
A big climber, from actual 2011 to expected 2012, 
is Mobile Surveys, with clients/buyers jumping 
from a current 17% to an expected 53% and vendors 
expecting the increase to be from 24% to 64%. Does 
this mean that Mobile Surveys are about to take off?

If the figures in this report relate to the estimated 
10% of regular online surveys that are being 
completed on mobile devices, this might prove to 
be true. If the figures relate to specifically designed 
and fielded mobile surveys the outcome might be 
different.

One interesting anecdote that might shed light 
on this issue: in a recent conversation a senior 
leader at a global research provider stated that 
within their organizations they billed well over 
$100M for mobile-based projects last year. Due, 
however, to legacy accounting system issues, most 
of these projects were assigned to CAWI or CAPI 
codes. They suspect that many large full service 
firms are struggling with issues like this, resulting 
in under-reporting the usage of mobile as a research 
platform. Many of the firms providing mobile 
research services are technology providers or sample 
companies that are not asked to contribute data to 
broad industry reports. Further, newer companies 
emerging into the space are not members of any 
trade organizations that track revenue by method. 
Given all these factors, it is highly likely that the 
contribution of mobile research to global market 
research spend is far higher than has been reported. 

In the GRIT study we have chosen to measure 
modality use by share of projects rather than share 
of revenue, and this may explain why GRIT is shows 
relatively high usage of a discrete mode while other 
industry studies are reporting far lower indicators. 

It is also possible that legacy accounting and 
delivery by firms not surveyed as market research 
providers may also be causing social media and text 
analytics to be under reported. Their actual usage 
and contribution to revenue may be significantly 
higher than current data show. 

If this dynamic applies, it would support the 
bullish attitude that GRIT respondents have towards 
the growth of mobile. 

Buyer Pull
The only method showing more clients/buyers than 
providers is eye tracking, which mirrors the split 
in the current figures. Eye Tracking stands out as 
consistently having a different pattern of supply and 
demand.

Vendor Push
Approaches that clearly show more utilization by 
vendors than by clients/buyers in 2012 include 
methods generally considered innovative: Mobile 
Surveys, Webcam based Interviews, Apps based 
research, Mobile Qual, Mobile Ethnography, 
Crowdsourcing, Visualization Analytics, Prediction 
Markets, and Gamification. Vendor push of these 
modes is consistent with the drive to create 
operational and cost efficiencies as key competitive 
differentiators among suppliers/providers. In other 
words, vendors remain focused on the “How”, while 
clients are more interested in the “Why”. Focusing 
on the shape of the overall market should not hide 
the fact that specific clients/buyers will also be 
driving the process by demanding innovation and 
change.

The Dark Horse and the Wooden Spoons
Text Analytics is fourth in the table of approaches 
expected to be used in 2012 and is strongly favored 
by both vendors and clients/buyers. This may be one 
to watch.

The approaches that emerge as niches for both 
clients/buyers and vendors are Biometric Response, 
Neuromarketing, and Facial Analysis.

A big climber is Mobile Surveys, with clients/
buyers jumping from a current 17% to an expected 
53% and vendors expecting the increase to be from 
24% to 64%

Vendors remain focused on the “How”, while 
clients are more interested in the “Why”
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Ever Used
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Note the Buzz Count data relates to the previous 
wave. Comparison of buzz to actual use reveals 
two types of relationships. For about two-thirds of 
research approaches reported use by organizations 
is broadly correlated with the standardized 
measurement of buzz. Online Communities and 
Social Media Analytics are at the top, and items like 
Virtual Environments and Visualization Analytics are 
at the bottom.

But there is a small group of approaches where the 
buzz greatly exceeds the ‘ever use’ figures. Biometric 
Response, Neuromarketing, Facial Analysis, and 
Gamification all have far more buzz than their 
usage figures would have predicted. Perhaps they 
are on the cusp of wider adoption, or they could 
be destined to be more discussed than used and to 
remain fashionable niches, or these approaches may 
simply transcend market research and pick up buzz 
from a wider part of the market.

Actual use versus buzz

Actual use vs. web buzz
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Suppliers/providers
In general market researchers were an 
optimistic lot in Fall 2010. The actual 
usage figures in Fall 2011 were about 
50% of the figures ‘expected’ in Fall 2010. 
The difference that stands out above all 
others is with mobile surveys. In Fall 2010 
the forecast was for 57% of companies to 
use it in 2011. The actual usage figure in 
Fall 2011 was 24%. 

Considering that mobile seems to be 
a supplier “push” method, this perhaps 
indicates the overestimation of client 
demand, although it may also be a 
reflection of the challenges of migrating 
existing projects such as trackers to the 
new mode due to design and platform 
issues. Of course, as previously reported 
at least anecdotally, it may be that this 
apparent over inflation is simply an 
accurate projection based on business 
realities “on the ground”. If in fact we 
are to see the tipping point for mobile 
in 2012, it has been suggested that 
new projects, particularly in emerging 
markets where mobile is the dominant 
means of consumer contact, will drive 
adoption. The GRIT sample was not asked 
those questions, so we’ll be exploring 
that in subsequent iterations. 

The next group of four that undershot 
their estimates by 18 to 20 percentage 
points were: Mobile Qual, Online 
Communities, Social Media Analysis, and 
Webcam bases Interviews.

Clients/buyers
Clients/buyers were even more optimistic 
in Fall 2010, with the average actual use 
in 2011 at only 45% of the 2010 projection. 
The biggest gaps were in Social Media 
Analytics (30% instead of 68%), Text 
Analytics (16% instead of 47%), and Apps 
Based Research (6% instead of 32%).

Future intent versus actual use 

Future intent vs. actual use a year later - client

Future intent vs. actual use a year later - supplier
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IMPULSE SURVEY / TOP RATED FACILITIES IN FRANCE

Focus Group Experts 
for 25 years in Paris 
Why ?
At Puzzle Paris  we understand how difficult 
it can sometimes be to find a reliable partner 
when conducting international research.
That’s why for 25 years, we have been making 
sure we successfully meet our client’s needs. 
Who ? 
Our  creative  and  highly  energetic  team  of 
senior  researchers,  project  managers  and 
recruiters  collaborate  together  to  help  you 
unearth  new  insights  that  will  help  you  to 
make better business decisions. 
When ? 
We understand that your time is precious.
So, you will always receive your quote without 
delay and recruitment will  always be carried 
out within the required time specifications.

Focus groups 
In-depth interviews 
Creative workshops 

Kitchen tests
Sensory tests
Usability tests 

Ethnography 
Semiotics

Database recruitment
Face-to-face recruitment 

Hall test / CLT
Shop along 

Car clinic
Voxpop / Videos 

Jury mock-ups 
Web-based research

Where ?
Our facilities are located in the heart of Paris,
just in front of the world-famous Opera Garnier.  
3 spacious Focus Group rooms 
3 private client lounges 
Excellent catering for clients respondents 

23, Boulevard des Capucines 
75002 Paris – France

+33(0) 1 42 68 12 26
mikael@puzzleparis.com

www.puzzleparis.com 

www.puzzleparis.com 

Marketing Research / Paris 

Puzzle 

75% of our clients are American companies



Technology/Methodology 2011 VWAP 2010 VWAP  VVWAP Change Position Change  
Social Media Analytics  $18.11   $15.46  2.65 - 

Mobile Surveys  $15.19   $15.16  0.03 - 

Online Communities  $11.53   $12.41  -0.87 - 

Apps based research  $6.68   $5.85  0.83 3 

Webcam-Based Interviews  $6.50   $7.31  -0.81 - 

Text Analytics  $6.24   $7.77  -1.53 2 

Mobile Qualitative  $6.00   $6.01  -0.01 1 

Mobile Ethnography  $5.44   $4.74  0.71 - 

Gamification Methods  $4.22   $1.81  2.41 7 

Crowdsourcing   $3.79   $3.58  0.22 1 

Predictive Markets  $2.91   $3.82  -0.91 2 

Eye Tracking  $2.67   $3.74  -1.08 2 

NeuroMarketing  $2.12   $3.21  -1.09 1 

Visualization Analytics  $2.01   $2.70  -0.69 - 

Virtual Environments  $1.95   $2.97  -1.02 2 

Facial Analysis  $1.66   NA  NA - 

Biometric Response  $1.42   $2.31  -0.89 2 

In the Fall/Winter 2011 GRIT, we again asked the research community to 
predict, “Which of these technologies/methodologies will experience the 
largest increase in adoption in the next 12 months?” 

Seventeen (17) technologies & methodologies were considered. 
Respondents were asked to “invest” in these techniques as a method for 
predicting the probability that a technique will experience the highest level 
of adoption over the next 12 months. 

434 GRIT respondents participated in the predictive market exercise.
As in the 2010 prediction market, respondents predicted that Social 

Media Analytics is likely to see the greatest increase in adoption in 2012. 
Mobile Surveys, Online Communities, Apps-based Research, and Webcam-
based Interviews round out the top five.

It’s worth noting that researchers have very different opinions 
regarding the future of research. While there is some consensus that 
utilization of a few techniques will likely grow in 2012, researchers are 
not particularly confident that any of these techniques will dominate 
our future. Even Biometric Response (which has a 1.42% probability of 
becoming the “next big thing”) received a speculative “vote” from no less 
than 33% of researchers.

Prediction markets

Respondents predicted that 
Social Media Analytics is likely 
to see the greatest increase in 
adoption in 2012

The predictive markets analysis seems to agree 
with the rest of the data about the niche nature 
of Biometric Responses, Facial Analysis, Virtual 
Environments, and Visualization Analytics. All 
four of these appear at the bottom of the value 
prediction, and the three that were there in the 2010 
study did badly then too. One possible explanation 
for this low performance is that these methods are 
often quite costly, and so would be available only to 
those with a unique combination of deep pockets 
and a willingness to accept risks.

Two of the top three positions in the Predictive 
league are the two that appear strongest amongst 
in the rest of the study, i.e. Social Media Analysis and 
Online Communities. These two approaches were 
also very strong in the 2010 study.

However, perhaps the most interesting finding is 
that Mobile Surveys is second in 2011, just as it was 
in 2010. This seems to tie in the with the popular 
view that at some point Mobile will be the next big 
thing, and plenty of people think it will be very soon. 
We should note that plenty of people have thought 
it would be the next big thing for quite a few years. 
Perhaps, however, this is finally the year?
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Technology/Methodology 2010 VWAP 2011 Utilization  2011 Utilization Δ   

Social Media Analytics  $15.46  28% No Change 

Mobile Surveys  $15.16  24% 2% 

Online Communities  $12.41  35% 1% 

Apps based research  $5.85  10% 1% 

Webcam-Based Interviews  $7.31  17% 1% 

Text Analytics  $7.77  19% 3% 

Mobile Qualitative  $6.01  11% 3% 

Mobile Ethnography  $4.74  12% 3% 

Gamification Methods  $1.81  6% 4% 

Crowdsourcing   $3.58  9% 2% 

Predictive Markets  $3.82  9% 1% 

Eye Tracking  $3.74  18% 1% 

NeuroMarketing  $3.21  6% No Change 

Visualization Analytics  $2.70  8% 2% 

Virtual Environments  $2.97  8% 1% 

Facial Analysis  NA  6% N/A 

Biometric Response  $2.31  4% 1% 

Looking at 2010 predictions we can see that the 
r-squared between the 2010 dollar values and the 
2011 utilization was 0.78, i.e. 78% of the variation was 
shared. The agreement with the 2011 dollar values 
and the stated intent to use figures was equally high 
with an r-squared of 0.82. 

Respondents stated intent to utilize the various 
techniques we evaluated in the prediction market, 
also shared a positive linear relationship with 
prediction market data (PPMCC = .901)

Respondents’ intent shared a positive linear 
relationship with prediction market data

In the prediction markets, nearly half of all the value ($45) was allocated 
to the top three approaches, Social Media Analytics, Mobile Surveys, and 
Online communities. A prudent researcher would probably want to ensure 
that they had these three covered in 2012, with one or two smaller bets on 
some of the other approaches.

An additional verbatim response was asked at the end of the predictive 
market exercise asking respondents why they assigned the values to each 
method. Again using a thematic analysis approach via text analytics we see 
an interesting pattern emerge. The text analysis was intended to identify 
the key themes and concepts contained within the unstructured data and 
we have chosen to illustrate the results with a word cloud as an effective 
visualization technique to show the major drivers of predicting technique 
adoption.
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Beginning in 2010 we decided to start tracking which 
firms were perceived as most innovative within 
the global market research industry. Last year we 
came up with a list of the Top 50 Market Research 
Firms Perceived to be Innovative to much fanfare 
by the industry. That list was compiled by a simple 
open-ended unaided awareness question: which 
MR firms do you consider to be most innovative? 
Because we realized this was a little light in terms 
of methodological rigor, this year we decided to go 
deeper and refine our method. Here is what we did:
1. Using an unaided awareness verbatim question, 
we asked respondents to list the three companies 
they considered to be most innovative.
2. We then asked them to rank those firms from 
most to least innovative.
3. Finally we asked another verbatim as to why they 
considered their number 1 ranked firm to be most 
innovative.

Using the aggregate of the 1-3 ranking question 
we developed a list of 84 companies that received 
multiple mentions. From that list we have narrowed 
it down to the Top 50 for additional analysis. The 
goal of this avenue of inquiry is to glean insight on 
the drivers of perception around what makes a firm 
innovative in order to understand how MR firms are 
capitalizing on the idea of “innovation” to grow their 
businesses. We believe that this list, developed by our 
peers within the industry, is a true measure of how 
successfully these companies are leveraging this 
brand attribute.

The 50 fi rms perceived 
to be most innovative

The goal is to glean insights on the drivers of perception 
around what makes a fi rm innovative in order to 
understand how MR fi rms are capitalizing on the idea of 
“innovation” to grow their businesses

Last year we presented this list as a rank ordered 
analysis, and in prepublication releases of these 
findings we initially did the same. However, upon 
consultation with multiple industry colleagues, 
most notably the Chief Research Officers of several 
firms represented within the analysis, we have 
decided not to assign a rank. We are simply going to 
report the findings in descending order from most 
mentions to least. We believe this decision will allay 
some of the “horse race” aspects of this question 
while allowing all interested parties to clearly see 
the strength of their brand within the context of 
innovation. We also believe this decision will give us 
freedom in the future as we refine the method used 
to collect these data. 

During the analysis we encountered the need to 
develop a framework to guide our coding scheme 
due to the complex ownership relationships 
between many of these brands, their marketing 
positioning by business units, the visibility of key 
individuals associated with the brands, and merger 
and acquisition activity within the industry. We 
consider these guidelines to be dynamic and flexible 
to an extent, but in general we found that we were 
able to apply them successfully in most cases. The 
rules we have established for ongoing analysis of 
this question set are: 
1. Companies must be owned for at least 12 months 
before they are rolled up under parent company
2. Companies must have a research or analytic offer 
to make the Top 50 list 
3. Legacy brands that were sold to more than one 
company are not coded under any parent company 
(e.g., Greenfield) 
4. Companies must be fully owned to be considered 
part of the parent company 
5. Parent brand must be mentioned at least twice to 
trigger roll up under parent brand
6. If a company has two trade names used within 
multiple markets, both brands will be counted. 
7. Individuals are rolled up into their parent 
company. 
8. Software sold by a larger parent company would 
be rolled up into the parent company  
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This begs the question for future surveys of how we defi ne market research, as we 
expect to see more entrants that may not fi t the classical defi nition of MR 

It’s interesting to note our second rule. In this 
iteration of GRIT we saw the prevalent mention of 
several client-side organizations including Procter 
& Gamble and Coca-Cola. We suspect this may 
have to do with senior leaders from those brands 
being highly visible within the industry promoting 
research innovation. A more challenging example 
was Google, which would have been in the lower tier 
had we counted them. Ultimately we decided that 
although Google has been making some inroads into 
the market research space we would not include 
them until that offering was more clearly defined. 
This begs the question for future surveys of how we 
define market research, as we fully expect to see 
more new entrants that may not fit the classical 
definition of MR entering into the consciousness of 
the research marketplace.

One anomaly that we could not resolve bears 
mentioning. Since this question was posed as a 
verbatim response, spelling concerns occasionally 
came into play. While in almost all other cases it was 
fairly easy to reconcile these issues, in the case of 
one firm it was not: InSites Consulting. Insites had 
26 brand mentions putting them in the top quarter 
of all brands. We also had Insight Consulting listed 
10 times, and since there is an MR firm known as 
Insights Consulting we had no choice but to list 
them as well. It is entirely possible that spelling 
played a role here and that InSites may have actually 
garnered more mentions, but we have chosen to 
accept respondent answers at face value and are 
reporting both in their corresponding position 
within the list. 

Since this question seeks to understand how market 
research firms are leveraging the brand attribute 
of innovation within their marketing efforts it’s 
instructive to look at how the most highly rated 
firms achieved this feat. 
Thanks to the input of several colleagues, especially 
Renee Smith, Global CRO of Kantar, we’ve been 
looking at the data in a few new ways, and that 
has informed our analysis of what the story (or 
stories) are regarding this list. We keep coming 
back to one central theme: the companies listed 
are masters of social marketing, and this idea helps 
explain how relatively small, new entrants onto the 
list compete effectively for mind share with large 
multinational firms. A total of 19 firms debuted 
on this list in 2011, with many of them being small 
strategic consultancies that owe much more of 
their DNA to advertising agencies than traditional 
market research firms do. These newer players are 
akin to Generation Z consumers; they are “digital 
natives” who understand how to leverage various 
tools and channels to promote their brand. It will 
be interesting to see how these firms grow in both 
brand recognition and market share in the future.

The companies listed are masters of social marketing - 
this idea helps explain how relatively small, new entrants 
compete effectively with large multinational fi rms

www.greenbook.org
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Company 2011 
Mentions

2010 
Mentions

 06 402 reciuJniarB

 52 011 sospI

 23 88 lacitirC noisiV

 23 48 ratnaK

 52 77 nesleiN

 71 46 KfG

 13 95 etavonyS

 81 74 skcarti

 51 83 hcraeseR 02/02

 41 92 nworB drawlliM

 5 62 setiSnI

Affi  9 62 avonn 

Anderson Analytics 22 21 

 11 12 uvlauQ

 7 02 slooTtekraM

 51 02 ecapsinummoC

 01 91 anuloT

 01 81 noitaleveR

Harris Interactive 17 0 

 8 61 sucoForueN

 8 61 woN hcraeseR

 6 41 srentraP & llaH

 6 41 sdraweR-e

 0 21 xepstoH

 4 21 pmaSu

Company 2011 
Mentions

2010 
Mentions

 11 21 ztiraM

 0 21 scirtlauQ

Insight Consulting Services 10 0 

 0 01 ISS

 0 01 noitisrevnoC

 0 01 rehpiceD

 0 9 sdniMhserF

 7 9 ekruB

 0 9 erocSmoc

 0 9 htootwaS

 0 8 IMG

Lieberman Research Worldwide 8 4 

Firefi  0 8 hs 

 0 8 ognimalF

 6 8 retserroF

 0 8 gninnalP HSEM

 4 7 kcaBzzuB

 0 7 stoD eht nioJ

Research Through Gaming 7 0 

 5 7 hturT

 6 7 pullaG

 0 6 IRIynohpmyS

 6 6 esneSmE

 0 6 regniselhcS

 0 6 yesniKcM

50 fi rms perceived to be most innovative
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Discriminant Analysis of the Top Tier Innovative Firms
As we did in the 2010 report, we conducted a discriminant 
analysis plotted on a quadrant map to look at the relationship 
between attitudes around market research by those who 
selected a company as being most innovative. The goal of 
the analysis was to determine if attitudinal predispositions 
impacted how brands were perceived when it comes to the 
“innovation” attribute. Factors which were more important 
include speed of deliverables, importance of quantitative, 
importance of qualitative and general value of research to 
name just a few. Thus the chart represents multiple attitudinal 
dimensions in a two dimensional plane.

Where multiple companies were mentioned, the company 
that was mentioned first was selected as the target variable. 
Discriminant analysis was run to understand how best to 
predict the profile of respondents who would consider firms 
as being most innovative. We focused on the most mentioned 
15 brands for purposes of the analysis. Labels which most 
closely reflect those variables that loaded more heavily on the 
respective X and Y axis have been added.
Overall, this type of attitudinal analysis should be considered 
directional as to how brands are currently perceived and may 
offer some insight into how they can more effectively target 
their brand messaging from their established perceptual base. 

The drivers of the perception of innovation
As a follow-up to the company listing exercise we asked 
GRIT respondents to tell us why they selected their personal 
first ranked company as innovative. This was a verbatim 
response, and the coded responses are enlightening. A full 
quarter of respondents state that offering innovative or new 
methodologies was the primary driver of perception, followed 
a by a diverse mix of stated reasons that focused on various 
techniques, services, and brand strengths—of which no single 
mention garnered more than 10%, with most being less than 5%.

Although we have this analysis by brand as well as 
by supplier/client it is too unwieldy to display here. We 
encourage readers to review the online dashboard for a deeper 
exploration.

Visit our online dashboard for detailed charts & 
insights at www.grit2012dashboard.com
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Two GRIT focus groups were conducted among 
research suppliers/providers on January 10 and 
11, 2012, using the iTracks platform. Respondents 
and the Brand3Sixty moderator used webcams 
and telephone conferencing to create a virtual 
group setting. With one exception, the CEO of a 
global mobile data collection service, respondents 
represented smaller shops and consultancies of no 
more than 5 – 20 employees. 

The over-arching topic was industry change: 
whether it was affecting them and, if so, how. It was 
a wide-ranging discussion, but the most striking 
theme that emerged was the need for researchers 
to support a different kind of client, with different 
needs and facing enormous internal pressures.

In both provider groups, respondents went through 
a familiar litany of increased time pressures, 
budgetary constraints, and interfacing with younger 
clients with less experience in marketing research 
and less respect for the niceties of sampling and 
statistical rigor.

As one respondent put it, “If you’re just a 
researcher, that’s tough; because there are a lot of 
clients who think they know how to ask the same 
questions you can.”

In contrast to previous GRIT discussions on 
similar topics, however, there was a striking absence 
of “poor us” attitudes. As some explicitly stated, it is 
too late in the game to bemoan shifts in the industry 
that old hands find uncomfortable. Change is here, 
change is happening, and change is the new status 
quo. Quite simply and starkly, the choice is quite 
clear: adapt or get left behind.

There was also a strong thread of empathy and 
sympathy for the new client.

While expectations of senior managers for 
breakthrough insights delivered quickly are going 
up, the market research expertise within client 
companies is shrinking. Account planners and 
marketing strategists are replacing marketing 
research professionals. They face tight budgets, 
fast changing market conditions, an explosion of 
data and communications options, and hard-nosed 
demand for direct contributions to ROI. Tasked with 
delivering insights and guidance at breakneck speed, 
they do not have time for detailed discussions about 
research design and methodology.

It is important to deliver the best insights using 
the best methodologies and the most rigorous 
data gathering approaches that time and budget 
will allow. Today’s “time and budget,” however 
do not always allow for optimal quality, much 
less the time to execute it. Designing the next 
research project is not how they add value to the 
organization. Suppliers/providers need to make 
these clients aware of the dangers of going too fast 
and too shallow and to help them communicate the 
tradeoffs up the food chain. 

Approaches that fit this new model include social 
media monitoring, secondary data exploitation 
(helping clients glean insights from what they 
already “know” about their customers), and an 
increasing reliance on qualitative research and 
qualitative analysis of existing data pools.

Respondents agreed that qualitative research 
has a lot going for it in this new world order, 
when insight and relevance trump projectibility. 
Hearteningly, some respondents see former clients 
coming back to them to manage projects they 
had been conducting in house using services like 
Zoomerang. They still want data quickly and cheaply, 
but they also want the confidence of knowing they 
are working with “a real researcher.”

Post-survey qualitative fi ndings

The most striking theme was the need 
for researchers to support a different 
kind of client, with different needs and 
facing enormous internal pressures

Quite simply and starkly, the choice is quite clear: 
adapt or get left behind
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This most recent wave of the GRIT tracking program 
affirms the trends observed in prior waves and, in 
particular, the shared belief among both clients/
buyers and sellers of marketing research services 
that significant change is underway. Our 2010 
and 2011 waves, in particular, carried a somewhat 
distressing tone, in that most respondents were 
concerned about the major structural and systemic 
changes being faced by the marketing research 
industry. The “systemic stressors” we identified then 
certainly continue to affect the industry, although 
now it appears that a process of adaptation is 
occurring and most of the industry is now focused 
on capitalizing on the “new normal” vs. bemoaning 
the need to change. 

There are many reasons to be optimistic. 
Self-reported revenue/research budgets remain 
positive overall, regardless of client or supplier; 
this is confirmed by external benchmark sources. 
Technology has become the great equalizer, with the 
industry experiencing strong global expansion and 
competitive growth globally. And while significant 
change is anticipated, our industry is much more 
likely to view it as an opportunity than a threat – and 
real opportunities are clearly unfolding, both in the 
form of changing expectations about the tools we’ll 
be using in the future, but also in the positioning of 
research professionals everywhere.

Of course technology and globalization have 
created new challenges too as data collection 
becomes a commodity market that can no longer 
be the core revenue driver for many firms, forcing 
changes in business models for many while also 
ushering in new competitors eager to accept the 
challenge of delivering low cost solutions to research 
clients/buyers.

Using a variety of measures, this GRIT wave 
convincingly shows that while some emerging 
methods and technologies may not have reached 
the “tipping point” yet, the supplier side of the 
industry is bullish on many of the same technologies 
that clients are espousing interest in, creating the 
opportunity for great strategic alignment as well 
as ushering in new channels for delivering value to 
clients and growth to business stakeholders.

As we reported last year – social media is here 
to stay and it seems to be joined now by mobile. 
The challenge we face as marketing researchers is 
how to use these new modes effectively and how 
to best synthesize this torrent of data into usable 
information for marketing decision-making. As we 
reported in the previous phase of the GRIT study, in 
the not-too-distant future, we will see marketing 
research departments adding staff in the form of 
social media experts to assess the digital landscape; 
using psychologists and data mining experts to 
synthesize web buzz into leveragable marketing 
data; and data integration experts to weave 
together both new and traditional measures of 
market performance. Research organizations seem 
to be planning for a future that looks different than 
the industry of the past few years, and that type of 
proactive leadership indicates that the reports of the 
demise of market research may be very premature 
indeed.

The marketing research industry is clearly facing 
a period of unprecedented change – yet one with 
significant opportunity and promise for better, 
richer, and more comprehensive information to help 
shape the marketing process. It’s an exciting time 
for our industry and although some may feel that 
the traditional role, process and position of MR are 
under assault, most are embracing the change and 
working hard to capitalize on the opportunities. 

Implications

While signifi cant change is anticipated, our 
industry is much more likely to view it as an 
opportunity than a threat
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To receive an invitation to participate in the next round of GRIT or to be notifi ed when the next Report is available, please register at 

www.GreenBookBlog.org/GRIT
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About GreenBook
GreenBook’s mission is to bring innovative 
resources to market researchers on both sides 
of the table and to offer effective marketing 
opportunities in a variety of targeted media. 

The GreenBook® media platform includes the 
fl agship GreenBook Directory, specialized GreenBook 
Health Directory, GreenBook Blog, the Research 
Vibes portal, New Qualitative Research Guide & 
Directory, and a bi-weekly email newsletter. 

Our publishing program provides stimulating, 
practical, and timely content on topics 
and issues relevant to the industry.

GreenBook continues to be the destination 
for detailed and accurate information on 
research providers of all types. 

Buyers of research services come to GreenBook 
Directory to review structured profi les of research 
fi rms including their specialties, recent blog posts, 
published articles, white papers, videos, etc. 

The newly redesigned and enhanced GreenBook.
org website is helping market research companies 
better demonstrate their strengths and capabilities 
while generating more qualifi ed leads.
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Media Partners

Advertising Research Foundation
The ARF is dedicated to aggregating, creating, and distributing research-
based knowledge that helps members make better advertising decisions. 
With more than 400 members, including advertisers, advertising 
agencies, associations, research firms, and media companies, the ARF is 
the only organization to bring all industry members to the same table for 
strategic collaboration.
www.thearf.org 

MRGA
The MRGA was established in 2007 as the first social network for market 
researchers to help them achieve professional and career goals. Since 
then, our community has grown to over 9,000 members and is thriving 
on trusted platforms such as Ning and LinkedIn. We continue to expand 
opportunities for our individual and corporate members to network, learn, 
and engage with the community.
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/e/gis/41051

MRIA-ARIM
The Marketing Research and Intelligence Association represents all 
aspects of the market intelligence and survey research industry in Canada, 
including social research, competitive intelligence, data mining, insight, 
and knowledge management. Members include over 2,000 practitioners, 
small to large research houses, and the many buyers of research services, 
such as financial institutions, major retailers, insurance companies and 
manufacturers.
Website: www.mria-arim.ca 

NewMR
NewMR is a collaborative endeavor whose mission is to co-create the future 
of market research. The primary expressions of this mission are the Festival 
of NewMR, Radio NewMR, regular virtual events and one of the most highly 
regarded MR LinkedIn groups, all centered around the NewMR.org website. 
NewMR seeks to give a voice to all who have a passion for research, a desire 
to innovate and a commitment to learning and sharing, regardless of age, 
seniority, or geography.
www.newmr.org

The Qualitative Research Consultants 
Association (QRCA)
QRCA is a vibrant global organization of qualitative 
researchers immersed in the most exciting work 
being done in the field. Our nearly 1,000 global 
members apply their passion, creativity and 
experience to help companies and organizations tap 
into the power of qualitative marketing research. 
A leader in qualitative research, QRCA offers 
research buyers and qualitative researchers exciting 
opportunities to connect and stay current on the 
latest in qualitative research.
www.qrca.org

The Research Club
Borne out of a desire for people to connect in an 
informal and relaxed environment, The Research 
Club organizes free social events for everyone 
involved in the market research industry. Come 
along and make new contacts, catch up with former 
colleagues, and develop new business opportunities 
– whilst enjoying complimentary drinks and 
canapés, courtesy of our sponsors. We know you’ll 
have a great time! Check online to see where there’s 
an event near you.
www.TheResearchClub.com 

Research Rockstar
Led by Kathryn Korostoff, Research Rockstar delivers 
training and temporary staffing services to busy 
professionals seeking market research excellence—
either by enhancing in-house skills or engaging 
temporary experts. Customers include over 500 
client- and supplier-side companies. Korostoff, 
author of “How to Hire & Manage Market Research 
Agencies,” has over 20 years of experience directing 
more than 650 primary market research projects.
www.ResearchRockstar.com
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Research & Production Partners

AYTM (Ask Your Target Market) 
AYTM.com is the leading innovator in DIY online market 
research. Define your exact target audience by drilling-down 
into a panel of over 4.5 million consumers in 5 countries (US, 
CA, UK, AU & IN) and find your ideal respondents based upon 
their psychographic and demographic characteristics. Then, 
write a survey using our intuitive survey editor, launch it and 
see results streaming back in minutes. AYTM has the best user 
experience for researchers and survey takers alike. AYTM.com. 
Market research has never been this easy.
www.aytm.com

Brand3Sixty
Brand3Sixty is a full service strategic research consultancy 
providing our clients with access to both top research 
professionals and a broad scope of the most innovative research 
technologies. We have organized ourselves around a concept, 
not a technique or a monolithic plan. We want our clients 
to make smart decisions based upon timely, targeted, and 
insightful market intelligence.
www.Brand3Sixty.com

Decooda
We’ve developed the most powerful SaaS platform that 
monitors and analyzes all social media and enterprise 
communications in real time. This makes possible to discover 
the TRUE cause-and-effect relationship between social media 
discourse and market outcomes. We complement these 
capabilities with a marketing mix analysis and scenario 
planning to help brands measure campaign and tactic level 
spend effectiveness and overall marketing investment ROI. 
www.decooda.com

Infosurv
We strive to provide innovation in online research, bringing 
unique technologies and methodologies to our clients. Living on 
the cutting edge of market research is our passion. Infosurv has 
introduced the first true prediction market for consumer market 
research. Validated against both market performance data and 
side-by-side against traditional concept tests, our prediction 
market methodology, the Infosurv Concept Exchange, offers new 
levels of speed and efficiency for vetting new ideas. 
www.Infosurv.com  |  www.iCEpredict.com

itracks
Leading market research professionals and Fortune 500 
companies recognize itracks’ online applications as the most 
client-focused, reliable, and flexible solutions available. Itracks’ 
qualitative, quantitative, online community, social media 
monitoring, and panel services are easy to use and come equipped 
with a wide range of engagement capabilities. itracks offers full 
service marketing and brand research directed by our highly 
experienced team of professional researchers.
www.itracks.com

MarketTools
MarketTools is the leading provider of software and services for 
market research and feedback. We provide leading organizations 
the actionable customer insights they need to make high-value 
business decisions. MarketTools combines deep research expertise 
with powerful technology platforms to innovate in the way clients 
gather insights while respecting the research method.
www.MarketTools.com

Q Research Analysis Software
Q is a replacement for SPSS, WinCross and other traditional 
research analysis programs. Q massively reduces the time taken to 
conduct reporting by automating basic data re-coding and being 
fully integrated with Office. Q also has superior stat testing and 
advanced analyses (e.g., latent class analysis, choice modeling).
www.q-researchsoftware.com 
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